
High Performance
Mulching Head  
Attachments 

for Skid-Steers
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THe nexT generATion
With field-proven rugged 

durability, the refined and 

balanced design of the 

Carbide Cutter G3 has made 

it the "gold standard" in the 

vegetation management 

industry. With the newest 

generation, Loftness has 

incorporated the latest 

power drive systems and 

cutting tooth technologies.

cAPAble And
verSATile
Put the power,  
reliability and  
confidence of 
Loftness VMLogix 
Equipment behind your 
ROW and Vegetation 
Management operations.

leArn More
Visit the Loftness Vegetation 

Management Equipment 

website to learn more and 

experience the Carbide 
Cutter G3 from every angle. 

introducing the carbide cutter g3

Three generations
of cutting edge
innovation

See page 10 to learn how the Loftness 
V-Drive Variable Displacement Drive
System can power your productivity.
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lofTneSS, THe vM 
equiPMenT leAder
From the first weld to the 

final shipping label, every 

Loftness employee is 

dedicated to providing their 

forestry and vegetation 

management customer 

with the quality and 

innovation they need  

to remain productive  

and competitive.

vMlogix— 
THe lofTneSS 
coMMiTMenT To 
cuSToMer SucceSS
Every day, VM and ROW 

professionals count on the 

consistency and reliability 

delivered by Loftness 

and the VMLogix 

line of equipment. 

Customer success is 

the cornerstone of 

our commitment 

to delivering the 

most innovative 

and best built 

vegetation 

management 

equipment in the 

industry.

equipment with options that 
increase productivity
For more information, and to see the entire line of Loftness 
VMLogix equipment, find your nearest dealer on our website at:
www.vm-logix.com
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1. Precisely engineered spiral tooth
pattern ensures single tooth 
contact with the work surface 
at any one time.

2. Machined Bearing "Anti-Wrap" 
design protects from debris and
wrapping of vines.

3. Staggered counter teeth double the
cutting action.

4. Optional Primary Stage Shear Bar 
processes material for a fine mulch.

5. The optional V-Drive is a powerful
productivity booster.

6. Triple Pass High precision robotic
welds on rotor tooth mounts are 
extra long for increased strength 
and life.

7. All body components are laser cut.

8. Extensive use of "Hardox" Swedish
steel in high wear areas.

The loftness 
Advantage
design innovations 
that put you on the 
leading edge of 
performance
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Second Stage Cutting Chamber  
behind front bumper

Primary Stage  
Stationary  

Counter Teeth

Optional Primary 
Stage Shear Bar

Loftness has engineered a line of 
carbide-tipped and heat-treated 

steel teeth specifically for the G3. 
See page 8 for details.

Standard Carbide

Planer Carbide

Quadco Planer Blade

Two-Stage cutting chamber
Like the Timber Ax and the G2, the Carbide 
Cutter G3 features a Two-Stage Cutting 
Chamber with counter teeth and a shear 
bar for more efficient cutting action, smaller 
particle size and less wrapping with viney 
material. This highly efficient shearing action 
produces the finest mulch with the lowest 
horsepower requirement of any carbide 
mulching head. The multi-stage cutting  
action begins with the rotor picking up  
material and forcing it to pass between the 
moving carbide teeth and the stationary 
counter teeth. The staggered pattern and 
angles of the counter teeth promote an 
aggressive feeding action, while still  
minimizing the jamming that plagues 
competitive cutters. The partially reduced 
material is then contained in the cutting 
chamber behind the front bumper. Here, the 
material is processed to a fine mulch as it 
passes between the carbide teeth and the 
recutter bar before being discharged toward 
the ground.

2

optional Primary Stage 
Shear bar
For special applications requiring extra fine 
mulching, an optional Primary Stage Shear 
Bar can be bolted to the row of counter teeth. 
This dual chipping action will process the 
material to the finest particle size of any 
carbide mulching head in the industry.

An added benefit of using the optional Primary 
Stage Shear Bar is that it helps prevent log or 
root balls from jamming the rotor.

Special body shape and 
hitch angle
The special body shape and hitch angle provide 
all the benefits of a moving door, without the 
hassle. This means:
• No need to add auxiliary valve and controls

on skid-steer

• No extra cylinder and hoses

• No extra moving parts
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Rugged reliability and simplicity give 
the Carbide Cutter G3 the consistent 
on-demand performance that 
Vegetation Management and Right-
Of-Way operators need. The Carbide 
Cutter line started with a vision to 
produce a higher performance cutting 

and mulching head. Now, through 
three generations of relentless field 
use and refinement, the Carbide Cutter 
G3 has earned the reputation as the 
finest machine in its class. The result 
is a machine with performance that 
surpasses expectations every time.

features that have one mission
in mind—yours

SET-UP

Hose routing1

16
CONTROL

Hydraulic 
 control valve

 5

POWER

High  
efficiency 

piston motor

 2 PERFORMANCE

Machined 
anti-wrap bearing  

protector

6

POWER

Belt drive 
system

 3

MOBILITY

TRAVEL
AXEL

16
CONTROL

Adjustable 
push bar

 4
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Allows full 
rotation of head

Hose  
RouTing

SET-uP1
Hose length and hose holder design 
allow full forward rotation of the head 
to enable using the “Claw Hooks” to 
reposition trees and branches for better 
access to cutting chamber.

Standard fixed 
displacement 
drive or the 
New V-Drive

HigH  
efficieNcy 

pistoN  
moToR

PoWER2 NeW foR tHe g3 - Now Standard 
Equipment, High Efficiency piston style 
motor delivers the hydraulic power 
available at approximately 97% efficiency 
compared to gear-type motors measured 
in the mid 80%. Choose from Fixed 
displacement or Variable displacement 
drives. See page 10.

4

Push and  
position trees

MecHANicAl 
Adjust oR 
HydRAulic 

AdjuST

ConTRoL
Adjustable Push Bar with welded "claw 
hooks" is used to "push" falling brush 
and trees away from the power unit 
and "pull" them into position for proper 
feeding into the head. Ask about the 
optional Hydraulic Powered Push Bar.

6

Protects bearings 
from debris and 
wrapping

MAcHiNed 
ANti-WRAp 

BeARiNg  
PRoTECToR

PERFoRmAnCE The ends of the rotor tube are machine 
turned to mate with close tolerance 
machined anti-wrap rings resulting in 
minimal debris in the bearing chamber. 
Two part split design allows removal  
of bottom half for occasional cleaning  
of small debris that may accidentally  
get through.

Four groove 
banded belt and 
spring-loaded 
tensioner

NeW g3
Belt dRive 

SySTEm

PoWER3
NeW foR tHe g3 - The four groove 
banded belt provides added capacity to 
match the more powerful skid steers 
of today. Automatic Belt Tensioner 
continually adapts to normal belt wear 
to keep belt tension in a perfect working 
range. Manual tensioning leaves room 
for error. Belts left too loose can slip and 
destroy the belt in one incident. Belts set 
too tight can damage the belt and even 
damage the bearings.

Protects from 
pressure spikes 
and cavitation

CuSTom
HydRAuLiC 
 coNtRol 

VALVE

ConTRoL5 Custom hydraulic control valve 
incorporates a system high pressure 
relief valve to protect from pressure 
spikes right at the source. Also includes 
an Anti-Cavitation Shut down circuit with 
a hydraulic brake to stop rotor quickly 
on shut down without damaging the 
components.
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The engineers at Loftness are the ultimate mulching head dentists. Years of brutal in-field testing and 
refinement have resulted in a line-up of mulching head tooth options that make a quick meal out of the thickest 
brush and trees. Well-known for their high quality, Loftness maintains a market position that enables them  
to consistently offer very competitive pricing, allowing you to maintain control of your operating costs.  
Following through on our innovation promise Loftness believes it is delivering the best designed, highest  
quality product possible.

Loftness standard carbide teeth are the industry “gold 
standard”. The most rugged heavy-duty tooth available, 
they are designed to withstand the full gamut of operating 
conditions crew members work in every day, from ground 
contact to tree top. The Standard Carbide design offers 
a blend of aggressive cutting action, rugged 
construction and low cost.

Loftness offers the planer carbide as the 
only planer tooth in the industry with 
carbide tips. For your maintenance shop, 
this means no sharpening is required. The 
Planer Carbide was designed to be sharper  
and stay sharper longer, and fits in the 
middle of the curve between ground contact 
Standard Carbides and blades that require 
sharpening. Because of the sharper cutting 
edge and the brittle nature of the carbide 
material, the Carbide Planer teeth are best 
suited for loamy soils with less rocks.

The New Loftness Hardened Steel 
Quadco Blade is the latest innovation in the 
mulching tooth line-up. The Quadco looks like 
an axe and cuts like ten. The reversible and ultra 
sharp heat-treated steel knife edges effortlessly 
slice through tree and vegetation matter as opposed 
to shredding and tearing. This design uses less 
horsepower and produces a finer chip.

Quadco teeth come with everything required to 
convert from a conventional carbide tooth to the 
slicing action of a sharp heat-treated steel blade. 
Additionally, the Quadco is reversible. Once 
installed, simply remove one bolt to rotate the 
tooth for a fresh, sharp cutting edge – on site.

To further extend the blade life and your budget, 
Quadco blades can be sharpened in the shop or 
right on the machine with a portable grinder.  
Quadco teeth can endure ground contact, but  
are not intended for rocky conditions.

The field-proven science  
of loftness mulching teeth
our mulching options take a bite out of heavy work

Our new Quadco blades can be 
sharpened in the shop or right  
on the machine with a portable  
grinder, and they are reversible! 

Before sharpening After sharpening

Standard  
Carbide

Planer 
Carbide

Quadco Planer 
Blade



STAndArd cArbide

quAdco PlAner blAde
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PlAner cArbide
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introducing the loftness v-drive
New for the G3 is the Loftness V-Drive Variable 
Displacement Piston Motor System, now available 
as an upgrade on all Loftness Carbide Cutter G3 
Mulching Heads. The V-Drive load sensing motor 
controller automatically and smoothly varies  
to a larger displacement as the load increases, 
transitioning from higher RPM to an increased 
torque mode.

Optional Variable 
Displacement Piston-
type Motor with Dual 
Cross-over Relief 
Protection

upgrade to an increase in 
efficiency and power usage
The Loftness V-Drive provides you with an 
expanded working RPM range, giving the operator 
a much higher, explosive knife tip speed under light 
loads. As working loads increase, the V-Drive will 
automatically convert RPM energy into increased 
torque. All this allows the operator to concentrate 
on the job instead of power settings and continuous 
head repositioning.

The v-drive Advantage
Operators will experience more effective use of power 
as the head RPM increases under lighter loads allowing 
them to slice through smaller or more flexible growth, as 
well as when they back-drag to regrind material on the 
ground. As larger trees, trunks and stumps are engaged, 
the V-Drive sensing logic continuously monitors the load 
and seamlessly increases the drive displacement to 
increase torque. As the cutting head is disengaged from 
an extreme load, the V-Drive recovers cutting head RPM 
much faster then standard fixed displacement motors.
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The V-Drive load 
sensing motor controller 
automatically and 
seamlessly varies to a 
larger displacement as the 
load increases, delivering 
higher torque just when 
you need it. 

Setting the Standard with exceptional Power
A Fixed Displacement Hydraulic Piston Motor is standard on all 
Loftness Carbide Cutter G3 equipment. This powerful and highly 
reliable configuration delivers all the efficiency you expect from  
a piston motor in a simple, straight forward design that reflects  
a lower investment cost.

Powering your mulching head with high torque, this high-efficiency 
piston motor converts the hydraulic output of your loader into more 
horsepower and less heat. The use of piston drive motors increases 
the efficiency of the hydraulic power to 97 percent or higher,  
a dramatic increase over gear-type motors.

Extreme efficiency isn't the only advantage. The G3 Standard Piston 
Motor configuration dramatically improves "Start-Up Torque" and 
reduces "Stall Recovery Time".

The best of both Worlds
Every Loftness standard fixed displacement Motor is 
meticulously calibrated at a constant RPM that provides the 
optimal balance between speed and torque.

Upgrading to the v-drive variable displacement Motor 
provides you with a variable rotor RPM range. The V-Drive on 
board logics balance torque at higher RPM's giving explosive 
action under lighter loads. Conversely, the wider RPM range 
allows us to adjust the RPM lower than the standard motor 
under heavier loads. This provides massive torque when you 
need it most.

3000

2100

1800

1600
2000 1000  PSI

RPM
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Specifications, Performance & feature reference

Model 51CCH 61CCH 71CCH

(A) Height in Inches 36 36 36

(B) Overall Width in Inches 68 78 88

(C) Cutting Width 51 61 71

(D) Overall Length 37 37 37

Number of Knives 30 36 42

Weight in Pounds 2145 2277 2409

Crated Weight in Pounds 2415 2577 2759

Fixed Displacement GPM 31 - 42 31 - 42 31 - 42

Max PSI Fixed Displacement 6000 6000 6000

Variable Displacement GPM 31 - 42 31 - 42 31 - 42

Max PSI Variable Displacement 6000 6000 6000
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• Standard High-efficiency Piston-type Motor

• Optional Variable Displacement. Piston-type Motor

• Dual Cross-over Relief Protection

• Heavy-duty Bearing Block

• Two-stage Cutting Chamber

• Stationary Teeth in Cutting Chamber

• Re-cutter Bar at Discharge

• Optional "Primary Stage" Shear Bar

• Machined Bearing Anti-wrap

• Efficient Spiral Carbide Tooth Pattern

• Carbide Teeth with Forged Steel Holders

• Optional Carbide Planer Teeth

• Optional Quadco Reversible Knives

• Premium Strength Steel Housing

• 1700-2150 Rotor rpm

• 17 inch Diameter Rotor

• 2 3/16 inch Double-tapered Rotor Bearings

• 4-Groove Banded Belt

• Spring-loaded Belt Tensioner

• On-board PSI Gauge to Monitor Capacity

• Steel Deflector Chains

• Skid Shoes - Adjustable 1 to 3 inches

• Hoses & Hose Holder are included.

• Adjustable Tree-pusher Bar

• Optional Cylinders on Pusher Bar

• Welded Claw Hooks on Pusher Bar
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felling large 
Standing Trees
Special body shape and hitch 

angle allow the cutter to be 

rolled back enough to expose 

knives when cutting through 

trees. This eliminates the need 

for a hydraulic door.

The carbide 
cutter g3—
delivering
Power ,
Maximizing 
versatility

Cutter head shown here  
in four cut-away views.
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forward 
Mulching
Special body shape and hitch 

angle allow the rear of cutter 

to be lowered close to ground 

level, trapping material in 

the cutting chamber to be 

processed between the teeth 

and the shear bar.

reverse 
Mulching
By tilting forward as you back 

up, the downed material is 

pulled up against the counter 

teeth or optional shear bar 

for more efficient cutting and 

finer particle size. The built-in 

recutter bar at the discharge 

assures that material is further 

reduced and directed toward  

the ground. 

Shaving off 
large Material
Rear of cutter can be lowered 

to contact the trunk to control 

cutting depth and to help 

prevent logs from being ejected 

to the rear.

The carbide
cutter g3—
delivering
Power,
Maximizing
versatility



Call us or ask your local Loftness Dealer
about the new Carbide Cutter G3.

L10007 - G3 carbide

Loftness Specialized Equipment 

Ph: 0427171479 
info@gillquip.com.au
www.gillquip.com.au




